
td62sp1fixeslist.txt
Key         Summary
---             -------
TD-9382         Hotkey toolbar failure
TD-16252 Grid column setting EM_SETREADONLY would work for Table Window 
but not Grid
TD-17591 Application crashes when selecting a row header after calling 
SalTblDeleteRow( ) within a grid with multiple hidden rows
TD-18145 Application won't stop at breakpoint
TD-18235 Aligning picture object and vertical line items using the 
attribute inspector doesn't show correctly in the layout
TD-18494 When a Background Text and a Frame object are both selected, the
selection indicators (the small blue squares) disappear
TD-18512 GRID and Selecting > 1 row with the mouse: Clicking row header 
and dragging down does not select > 1 row. Works OK for the Table Window
TD-18556 GRID with pre-defined column and SalGridSetAltRowBackColors(): 
when 2nd column filled with SalTblPopulate query, GRID is in an endless painting
loop
TD-18592 GRID, font type and size * SalTblQueryColumnWidth() -- Width 
return varies depending on font and size. For table window, width is constant 
based on size
TD-18647 Implement a notification mechanism for Tooltips like the one 
used by QuickToolTips
TD-18898 GRID & SalGridDataImport(): If there are blank items in a TXT or
CSV file, then on Import those blank "" values are ignored and non-blank values 
are left-filled in the grid row
TD-19081 SalTblReset does not remove row selected flag from the grid.
TD-19260 Grid column with black text is not readable when selected to 
modify
TD-19261 Grid non standard column does not receive SAM_KillFocus
TD-19312 The down arrow in a drop down column of a grid scrolls when 
hovering mouse pointer over it
TD-19314 Max Data Length of a data field is incorrect when checked using 
cdk function GetAttributeX
TD-19325 A complex application crashes due to a change in a comment line.
TD-19446 Request to be able to set the width of the list portion on combo
box column
TD-19495 Allow mtable to continue working with SalTbl implementation
TD-19557 Poor performance populating child table in 6.1SP3, in complex 
scenario
TD-19599 Referencing datafield with BackColor=3D Face Color, in 
SAM_FetchRow, hides values populated in table window
TD-19602 SAM_Click sent to a grid column using SalSendMsg, is not 
received.
TD-19603 Checkbox column does not generate SAM_Validate message in a grid
TD-19604 SAM_RowValidate is generated multiple times when the focus is 
moved from a checkbox column
TD-19612 SAM_EndCellTab is not fired when tabbing in a grid
TD-19613 When changing multi line column titles in a grid, other column 
headings are not considered
TD-19654 Jumping check-box in TableWindow when VisTblAutoSizeColumn()
TD-19661 Customized context menu does not appear on popup edit table 
columns
TD-19725 TD IDE does not get focus after launching
TD-19759 SalEditCanUndo and SalEditUndo do not work correctly on combo 
box
TD-19768 Unable to use StaticResource to initialize the Caption of a 
Modeless Dialog docked to an MDI
TD-19769 Team Developer crashes after displaying several XAML related 
errors
TD-19777 Browse All Classes does not display the current source file
TD-19780 Picture Object grows in size when it is moved via the TD Menu: 
Layout | Align Edges
TD-19782 Inconsistent behavior for Picture Objects when using the «Tile 
to Parent» attribute
TD-19790 Navigation Bar doesn't show scroll bars in WPF mode
TD-19796 When language/region is English/United Kingdom, default currency
format is £#,##0.00;'($'#,##0.00')'
TD-19808 SalTblObjectsFromPoint always returns row=-1 and the flag 
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TBL_YOverNormalRows is always set
TD-19811 WPF compiled app does not cause compile time error when using 
UDV as window handle
TD-19812 Picture formatting is not working in TD
TD-19820 Populating a table with many text columns from a table that has 
large number of rows causes TD to freeze or crash
TD-19821 Report created as pdf is causing header to overlap with data
TD-19822 Gupta.TD.Runtime.System.resources.dll is missing from netbit\it 
directory
TD-19826 Initial state maximized is not observed by WPF mode
TD-19830 Active Coding Assistant does not display the parameter list when
used on MDI child
TD-19832 DATE TIME picker spin up/down would not spin the day but the 
hour depending the wideness of the control
TD-19835 The 'Tools' Toolbar, when TD IDE is re-opened, is missing icons
TD-19837 SAM_Validate has few issues on grid cells
TD-19839 SalTblSetFocusRow deletes the Row_Selected flag
TD-19840 When grid is colored with SalGridSetAltRowBackColors selected, 
rows may become unreadable
TD-19842 A dialog box created over the top of another dialog box has the 
bottom objects 'leaked' into it.
TD-19855 Closing all tabs in the IDE does not close the very first tab
TD-19856 SalRibbonMinimize does not work
TD-19870 Concatenating the result of a SalStrToWideChar() no longer works
TD-19871 Concatenation of SalBinaryToString() converted string would 
truncate last char of the converted string
TD-19872 Check in/Check out TD menu item generates "Unable to locate the 
requested application" error
TD-19877 SalDlgSetDockSlide: Wrong layout after first call of function
TD-19879 Nested tab bars makes TD app hang
TD-19897 New chart control has gaps in backward compatibility
TD-19899 cQuickGraph colors and look and feel not identical to TD5.2
TD-19906 The default StartMenu path in Deploy62 is set to "Unify\Team 
Developer 6.2 Deployment" instead of "Gupta\Team Developer 6.2 Deployment"
TD-19907 GDI leak with SalFontSet
TD-19909 Using new chart control causes compile error
TD-19912 SalReportPrintToFile does not print pictures
TD-19924 Painting problem with undocked toolbars after closing them
TD-19925 Deploy62 is not installing SalMail62.dll
TD-19927 Using DateTime constant in a sql displays'command not properly 
ended'in WPF
TD-19952 Provide a .NET 4 .NET Explorer and GAIL interface
TD-19953 .NET only ccGraph.Draw( ) index out of bound exception
TD-19959 Focus issue with Grid and Popup cell when using accelerator key
TD-19962 The order in which the SAM_CreateComplete is fired is incorrect 
in WPF mode
TD-19973 SalReportPrintToFile and SalReportPrintToFileEx creates files 
that are much larger
TD-19982 Print difference between SalReportPrint and 
SalReportPrintToFile/SalReportPrintToFileEx
TD-19989 When a customer control class is derived from a vt control, it 
returns Unknown base class specified
TD-19990 Active Coding Assistant does not display right parameters when 
function from a functional class is used
TD-19996 SalGetBufferLength returns incorrect number after selecting a 
long varchar column
TD-19997 SalTblSetCellBackColor does not work after auto sizing the 
column using VisTblAutoSizeColumn
TD-20003 When a dialog is docked and the focus is on a field in the 
dialog, the window doesn't come to the foreground
TD-20008 Long string doesn't get set to NULL in the database when 
setzerolengthstringstonull is set
TD-20025 Compatibility issues between Chart Control and old graph control
TD-20046 .NET only : SalTblSetRow( hWndForm, TBL_SetNextRow ) will not 
return the row number past the end row
TD-20062 SqlSetLongBindDatatype cuts last byte from long string variable
TD-20063 SQL error with binary variable
TD-20067 Need Enums to be imported from .axl files
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TD-20069 RIBBON BAR Menu action not triggered in specific scenario
TD-20076 .NET string constants evaluation failing in specific scenario
TD-20077 Docked windows that have the focus when minimized cannot be 
restored on XP and WIN2003
TD-20078 Implement an equivalent SAM_Click message for tree
TD-20079 A tree doesn't get some messages
TD-20088 cQuickGraph YAxisMax Setting is ignored
TD-20089 cQuickGraph YAxis Labels does not show Scientific Notation
TD-20091 .NET Unhandled error (RUNTIME error) in specific scenario that 
does not happen in WIN32
TD-20092 QuickGraph: PatternData Setting for bar charts are ignored
TD-20093 QuickGraph:Line graph style 6 which shows lines and sticks not 
working
TD-20094 Chart does not display correctly in .Net
TD-20108 ThickLines / PatternData / SymbolSize properties are ignored in 
graphs
TD-20111 cQuickGraph .NET ignores DataLabelText array
TD-20112 cQuickGraph .NET No Lines Drawn Problem
TD-20113 TD under .NET compiler ignores YAxisMin setting
TD-20119 Column DropDown list Unwanted Behavior
TD-20122 SalWindowApplyDockState does not save the state correctly
TD-20128 Debugger/Breakpoint setting and SalPostMsg() in form SAM_Create 
and SAM_CreateComplete -- TD is processing SAL lines before hitting BP
TD-20129 SalReportView() of QRP embedding RTF would not show when using 
RDP / TS
TD-20131 Drop down grid column removes the current selection when dropped
TD-20139 Quick Tabs Migration Wizard fail migrating Tile & Margins 
Properties
TD-20171 SaltblFindNextRow(... ROW_Selected...) does not work after 
SalTblDeleteRow in a grid
TD-20175 SalGridWriteState()/SalGridApplyState() would not restore state 
properly when grouping by box
TD-20185 The height of a Grid increases when restoring the grid state
TD-20189 Unable to sign TD full trust application with CA authority 
certificate
TD-20204 Tooltip for the grid and the table window does not show 
correctly if there is a hidden column
TD-20212 Dragging and Moving a Grid Column to the right side doesn't work
correctly.
TD-20243 After a dialog or a form is closed, focus will be reset to the 
first field in the tab order
TD-20245 Last disabled checkbox has painting issues
TD-20259 Named Exception from a library gets duplicated every time the 
parent app is refreshed
TD-20263 Need to add to SP Release Note - class default data type is not 
picked up from the parent column which belongs to a grid class.
TD-20266 SalTblSetFocusRow on right click on the grid does not always 
select row
TD-20269 Jpg files gives 'resource not found' error unless they are in 
the same directory as the app
TD-20287 SalXMLSerializeUDV() and SalXMLDeserializeUDV() should be 
supported under .NET
TD-20289 VisTblFindString function does not work
TD-20298 SalTblSetRowFlags and SalTblSetTableFlags Do Not Work Properly
TD-20359 Add function in QuickReports to enable/disable "Intl Number 
Display"
TD-20364 Named tool bar buttons do not show up if the MDI has a toolbar
TD-20433 Graph Y axis title is getting cut off when printing
TD-20438 UfcChartPrint clips left edge of chart control for some printers
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